Individual makeover for her
Through empathetic analysis, Vibha and her team recognizes, evaluates and redesigns an identity,
authentic to the client. We have identified this as our ABC program.
1. Accentuate strengths
2. Build and balance facial and body proportions
3. Camouflage magic
By choosing a combination of color and body analysis, wardrobe planning and personal shopping,
a new style is defined, which reflects our client’s personality, effectively communicating a sense of
grace and self-confidence, a sure shot formula for success.

APPEARANCE
• Professional color analysis to identify your palette
• Personalized makeup lessons and camouflage techniques
• Choice of jewelry and accessories to enhance face and personality
• Guidance for eyewear in harmony with enhancing colors and facial features, personality
• Beauty routine and personal care to look
(even with folks with time constraint)
• Beauty secrets for skin, hair and wellbeing

STYLE
• Body analysis and anthropometric? measures
• Identification of your own body shape and peculiar characteristics
• Camouflage techniques to balance proportions and body shape
• Study and definition of style in harmony with personality, lifestyle and age of the client
• Strategic clothing based on strengths and limitations
• Suggestions for the right underwear
• How to match fabrics, colors and accessories that enhance body and color features
• Guidance for bags, shoes and key accessories for a complete look WARDROBE:

DE-CODE, DECLUTTER, DETOX AND RE-DESIGN.
• Wardrobe planning wherein we categorize by purpose and function which could be either work or
free time or even special occasions.
• New solutions for old clothes (because a good stylist doesn’t only throw away, yet recycles or
upcycles!)
• Creating capsules: a few clothes combined that create innumerable outfits.
• Assortment of complete and accessorized attire to create a perfect look for any occasion.
• Smart ideas to make and keep your closet organized
• Precious tips for care and maintenance of clothing
• Age appropriate styling
So, if you have an exploding wardrobe but still can’t find anything to wear, call us and make an
appointment for a wardrobe consultation.

SHOPPING
• Personalized shopping tours focused on precise style goals
• Perfect selection of clothes that best fit your body type and preferred color
• Investment in classic versatile clothing that goes beyond seasonal trends
• For the fashion connoisseurs, vintage and high fashion tours
• Customised International shopping tours
So, if you have any upcoming occasion, new work profile or just want to refresh your style, reach out
to us!

Connect with us

